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Robust Room Temperature Hysteresis in an Fe(III) Spin Crossover Metallomesogen

Anthony J. Fitzpatrick, a Paulo N. Martinho, a Brendan J. Gildea, a John D. Holbrey, b and Grace G. Morgan* a

Abstract: The high temperature magnetic and structural properties of an amphiphilic iron(III) spin crossover complex are reported. Thermal cycling reveals a scan rate-dependent 20 K thermal hysteresis in the \( \Delta m = T \) vs T data close to room temperature. A fast scan rate is essential for the hysteresis but it is robust and reproducible after multiple thermal cycles. Differential scanning calorimetry and cross polarized microscopy are used to show that the magnetic switching aligns with a material state change from solid to ordered liquid phase on warming.

Introduction

Spin crossover (SCO) is an intrinsically interesting electronic phenomenon which yields switchable materials making them ideal candidates for potential devices. [1] The combination of a functional material with SCO to yield multifunctional materials has been a very active area of research in the last decade. Examples of the enhanced functionality range from porous frameworks for sensing and solvation control, [2] through electrical conductivity, [3] to photo-optic effects such as non-linear optics. [4] One such combination of properties that has been explored in detail is the incorporation of metallomesogenic properties with SCO. [5] Metallomesogens are metal complexes that can exhibit liquid crystalline properties. Diamagnetic metals can be used, therefore mimicking the well-known thermotropic and lyotropic mesophases of classical organic and ionic compounds. However, perhaps more interestingly, many examples of paramagnetic metallomesogens have been published in recent years. [6] Not only do these complexes exhibit a variety of liquid crystalline phases but in some cases they can also be strongly aligned by an applied magnetic field. In several examples the application of a magnetic field changes the nature of the liquid crystalline mesophase. Such materials therefore have the potential for coupling both the bulk physical state of matter and the magnetic spin state. In SCO systems these hybrid materials can be divided into three types of behaviour dictated by the interplay between the SCO and LC properties. [5] Type 1 describes a coupled LC/SCO transition, Type 2, describes an uncoupled LC/SCO transition that occurs in the same temperature range, and finally Type 3 describes a fully uncoupled LC and SCO transition. Fully coupled transitions, Type 1, can lead to greater control of the spin switching properties of the material, which are ideal for devices and applications. We have focused our investigations on the paramagnetic 3d iron(III) ion which can adopt both HS (S = 5/2) and LS (S = 1/2) states. In the right ligand environment iron(III) complexes can switch between the two electronic states by application of external perturbations such as temperature, pressure or light. Here, we have restricted investigations to thermally induced SCO. The cationic iron(III) complex with salen[5] is a well-known prototype for materials development. [8] We have previously reported that C8, C12, and C18 alkylation of HS Fe(III) complex [Fe(salen)][BF4] switches on the SCO characteristic in this complex and that the thermal magnetic behaviour of the resulting amphiphilic compounds is sensitive to the length of the alkyl chains. [9] The C12 alkylated complex also allows for the formation of nanowires by template methods. [10] Here we report the physical and magnetic properties of the C18 alkylated complex (1) above 300 K where it exhibits a liquid crystalline phase and opening of a scan-rate dependent hysteresis window centered at 310 K.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis

The Fe(III) complex (1) was prepared as previously described [9] by condensation of triethylenetetramine (trien) with salicyaldehyde followed by functionalisation of the amine nitrogen atoms of the ligand backbone with octadecane alkyl chains. The derivatised ligand was reacted with Fe(BF4)2-6H2O which after aerial oxidation and column purification yielded the Fe(III) complex (1), Scheme 1.
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**EPR Characterisation:** The thermal SCO in the solid state was confirmed by X-band EPR studies between 293 and 113 K, Figure 1. The solid state EPR spectrum of (1) at 293 K is characteristic for HS Fe(III)[6] with weak signals at $g = 6.0$ and $g = 2.2$. On decreasing the temperature the LS signal starts to predominate although the HS feature at $g = 6.0$ persists. A characteristic LS signal[6] grows in at $g = 2.1$ from 233 K in cooling mode, Figure 1.

The thermal dependence of the $\chi mT$ value of (1) was previously reported by us in 2012[6] where the sample was measured between 10-300 K at 10 K min$^{-1}$ in cooling mode only, revealing a gradual SCO. Here the magnetic characterisation was extended by measuring up to 380 K in cooling and warming modes, which revealed the existence of a 10 K hysteresis window centred at 310 K, Figure 2, above the maximum temperature of the previously reported measurement. The nature of the hysteresis and the relationship between magnetic properties and physical state above 300 K was further probed by variable scan-rate magnetic measurements between 380-260 K and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) between 278-473 K. The sequence of experiments are described below.

**First Magnetic Scan at 10 K min$^{-1}$:** In the initial sequence the sample was cooled from 300 K to 10 K, then heated to 380 K before one final cycle of cooling to 10 K and heating again to 380 K all with a scan rate of 10 K min$^{-1}$, Figure 2. The drop in $\chi mT$ above 348 K in the first heating experiment to 380 K suggests a phase change in the material, as the moment drops from 2.8 cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ K at 348 K to 2.3 cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ K by 360 K. This fall in the $\chi mT$ value over a 12 K range is attributed to loss of solvent in the sample. The moment recovers on further heating above 360 K and reaches a value of 2.72 cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ K by 380 K. The apparent drop in the $\chi mT$ value between 348-360 K is therefore likely due to non-uniformity of sample distribution in the semi-solid material over this temperature range which will affect how the spins are detected in the SQUID. On cooling from 380 K to 10 K a gradual SCO is again observed but with a different profile to that recorded in the initial cooling sequence. This new profile persists on the final sequence of re-warming back from 10 K to 380 K at 10 K min$^{-1}$. In the final cooling and heating cycles at 10 K min$^{-1}$ between 380-10 K, a 10 K hysteresis window opens just above room temperature at 310 K, suggesting the existence of an ordered mesophase in this temperature regime.

**DSC and Polarized Microscopy Characterisation:** Complex (1) was further investigated by DSC where on first heating at 5 K min$^{-1}$ two broad endothermic transitions at (i) 322.0 K (onset 316.1 K, 38.2 kJ mol$^{-1}$) and (ii) 347.4 K (onset 338.3 K, 7.9 kJ mol$^{-1}$) with a single sharp exothermic freezing transition at 307.3 K (onset 308.7 K, 16.6 kJ mol$^{-1}$) on cooling, were observed, Figure 3.

A broad inflection at ca. 450 K (reversible on cooling) can also be observed, however there is no distinct first order clearing transition. The DSC results indicate that (1) has some degree of reversible thermal polymorphism. However, whether this corresponds to crystal-crystal structural reorganisation, to melting to an isotropic liquid or to the formation of plastic crystals or liquid
crystals could not be directly determined. On the second, and subsequent cycles, a repeatable and reversible melting and crystallising transition at 318.7 K (heating) and 309.3 K (cooling) was observed.

Polarized Optical Microscopy (POM) was also used to investigate the phase change above 318 K. In the region of this transition (318-350 K), the crystalline complex (1) softened significantly to produce a viscous paste that could be deformed and sheared by compression and movement of the microscope cover-slides, but did not produce a free-flowing liquid. Fig. 4 shows a picture of the phase appearance of (1) under crossed polarisers at 373 K.

Although the phase texture is not well developed (a consequence of the extremely high viscosity of the material), anisotropy can be observed consistent with an intermediate liquid crystalline phase. The nature of the hysteretic loop in the magnetic data can therefore be correlated with the phase change in the complex. As such further susceptibility measurements were carried out to investigate the effect of variable temperature scan rates.

Second Magnetic Scan with Variable Rates: The scan rate used in the initial magnetic data collection was 10 K min\(^{-1}\). After the first cycle of magnetic measurements a second set were completed at scan rates of 10.0, 5.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 K min\(^{-1}\) with a temperature cycle of 380-260-380 K and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The chief effect of reducing the scan rate is to flatten the SCO profile, i.e. to reduce the change in the absolute number of unpaired spins with temperature, but the 20 K hysteresis window persists with a fairly constant width at all scan rates until the data collection is slowed right down to 0.1 K min\(^{-1}\). The first scan at 10.0 K min\(^{-1}\) mimics the original data collection described in the first section and there is no change in the HS:LS fractions or the hysteresis width on halving the scan rate to 5.0 K min\(^{-1}\). Although reduction of the scan rate to 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5 K min\(^{-1}\) results in a less pronounced spin state change the hysteresis loop persists. Moreover there is good alignment of the temperature window of the spin state switching, Fig. 4 and the phase change as measured by DSC at 5 K min\(^{-1}\), Fig. 3. All of this suggests a direct relationship between the liquid crystalline properties and the thermal spin state switching in complex (1). This is important as it opens an avenue for control of the hysteresis loop. Hysteresis loops in solid samples of SCO complexes are known to have scan rate dependence which is generally manifest as a narrowing of the loop with little or no change in the percentage of HS and LS sites at the temperature extremes. Changing the scan rate in such samples has the effect of altering the temperature of the transition in heating or cooling mode or both, but not the \(\chi_m T\) value. In the metalomesogen complex (1) the spin state change occurs over a temperature range coincident with that of a phase change from solid to liquid crystalline, i.e. it is a Type I SCO metalomesogen.\(^{[66]}\) In complex (1) the associated hysteresis loop maintains its width over many scan rates, but the value of \(\chi_m T\) changes. This suggests that the hysteresis originates because of the physical state change from solid to liquid crystalline which changes the density of the sample. A percentage spin state change follows, the degree of which is dependent on the scan rate, but not on the onset and final temperatures, which are instead dictated by the melting and freezing temperatures.

**Phase Stability Studies at Fixed Temperature:** The hysteresis appears to be driven by the material phase change and the different temperatures of melting and freezing. The effect on the spin state switching is narrowing of the \(\chi_m T\) values as the scan rate is slowed. A time-dependent magnetometry study was next carried out on complex (1) to investigate the stability of the solid and liquid phases. The measurement consisted of cooling to 310 K at 10 K min\(^{-1}\) i.e. at the lower temperature part of the hysteresis loop, and then recording susceptibility data over 21 hr while keeping the temperature fixed, Fig. 6a. This allowed us to probe if the slow relaxation occurred when the temperature was constant. The cooling time study revealed that the \(\chi_m T\) value falls steadily while the temperature is held at 310 K until it converges to a constant value of 2.25 cm\(^2\) mol\(^{-1}\) K at around 6 hours. Figs. 6a and 6b. This value is in line with the \(\chi_m T\) value at 310 K in the warming cycles at 10.0, 5.0 and 2.0 K min\(^{-1}\), Fig 5. From this it can be assumed that the slow reorganisation associated with the solidification of complex (1) cannot be stalled by holding the temperature. The change in \(\chi_m T\) value starts immediately when cooling is switched off, i.e. there is no induction time, and the relaxation back to the thermodynamically stable \(\chi_m T\) value of 2.25 cm\(^2\) mol\(^{-1}\) K is complete after ca. 350 min. After 21 hours of keeping the temperature constant at 310 K, Fig 6b, the sample was cooled to 260 K at 10 K min\(^{-1}\) and heated back to 310 K at the same scan rate, Figs. 6a and 6b. It is clear that the profile of the thermal evolution between 260-310 K, Fig 6a matches that of
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the original scan rate experiments at 10.0, 5.0 and 2.0 K min\(^{-1}\) shown in Fig. 5. After warming to 310 K the sample was again held at this temperature, also for 21 hr, before warming to 380 K. This resulted in a higher transition temperature (between 325-330 K), Fig. 5, presumably due to equilibration of the metallomesogen phase during the 21 hr holding time. This once again highlights the interplay between the magnetic profile of the complex and its ordered liquid crystalline properties.

**Conclusions**

The magnetic profile of an Fe(III) amphiphilic compound with pairs of C\(_{18}\) alkyl chains on the ligand has been investigated across a wide temperature range to include different material phases (solid and ordered liquid). The spin state switching in complex (1) shows a hysteresis loop close to room temperature (centered at 310 K). DSC analysis reveals this is coincident with a material phase change from solid to liquid and POM suggests that the liquid phase is ordered. The DSC also indicates that the phase change is endothermic, consistent with crystal structure reorganisation or with melting. It also could be attributed to thermal polymorphism or formation of a plastic crystalline phase or finally, and most interestingly, a liquid crystalline phase. The polarised optical microscopy measurement tends to suggest that the compound shows liquid crystalline behaviour. However the very viscous nature of (1) did not give real opportunities for direct phase identification. Most interestingly the hysteresis in this metallomesogen is at a useful temperature and survives multiple cycles of warming and cooling. A fast scan rate is essential for hysteresis which can then be reliably switched on. Use of soft matter derivatives of SCO complexes may then be a good route to overcome the lack of reproducibility in the spin switching profile which is typically associated with crystalline samples.

**Experimental Section**
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The high temperature magnetic and structural properties of an amphiphilic iron(III) spin crossover complex are reported. Thermal cycling reveals a scan rate-dependent 20 K thermal hysteresis close to room temperature. Differential scanning calorimetry and cross polarized microscopy are used to show that the magnetic switching aligns with a material change from solid to ordered liquid phase on warming.

The phase change properties of an iron(III) spin crossover metallomesogen are related to its spin switching profile.